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The Atlas of London project has been in existence for the past four 
or five years but the A-~J.as itself is now to become a reality. The 
length of time·which has elapsed between the conception of the idea 
and publicatiop. has been .;aused in the main by lack of adequate funds 
necessary to sustain such a project. Some of the delays would have 
been inevitable even 'IA'ith t:Qe heaviest financial backing, for requests 
to use unpublished data are treated extremely cautio·.sly by Government 
bodies. The London Schocl of Economics has for. the pe!'iod of preparation 
of the Atlas supported a full-time research assistant and a part-time 
one, the latter position being the one I held. The School has also 
provided accommodation and furniture, and supported the stationery 
requirements and gcn~ral office work that such a proj0ct requires. 

I will not attempt to make the case for compiling the Atlas •. Professor 
Jones has more than adequately' dealt with this in his paper in the 
Geographical Journal, September 1965. In his paper he drew attenticn 
to the gap that exists between mapped informetion available at Planning 
J.utho:d ty level and the series of planning maps at national level 
prepared by the Ministry of Housing and Local Government That he was 
not alone in his views on the need for an atlas or map series to bridge 
this gap was evident from the willingness of the County and Government 
planners to support the idea and contribute data. · · 

The Project was initiated when a preliminary list of topics was drawn 
up and areas suggested, over which it.was proposed they should be 
considered. These proposals were discussed with the County Planning 
Officers of the London, Middlesex, Essex, Hertfordshire, Surrey and 
Kent County Councils, and with the Ministry of Housing and Local 
Government. Following these aiscussions a meeting was convened to 
which representatives of.these bodies were invited, together with 
representatives of the Royal .. Geographical Society, the London · 
Topographical Society, the London Climate Survey, the Centre for Urban 
Studies and the Ordnance Survey, and it was agreed that all these bodies 
were prepared to act in an advisory capacity as work proceeded. Advice 
was also taken on the production costs. A fairly firm programme of 
maps was drafted. It was deC:ided to print 2,000 copies of about 60 
sheets using up to five colours. It was then hoped to complete t~e 
project in four years before the data - particularly the 1961 Census -
became seriously out of date. Unfortunately the minimum·figures of 
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£2,700 a year and £300 to ~over materials and administrative costs 
were not immediately forthcoming and we have exceeded the four years -
indeed it will be six years from the original meeting when the first 
half of the .i: .. tlas is issued in Spring, 1968. 

The programme of maps I have referred to was used to produce the first 
batch of manuscripts, but now there have been many alterations which 
have been dictated by more realistic planning of costs and production. 
Some of the proposals proved impracticable, and unfortunately in 
abandoning them it has meant the redraughting of manuscripts previously 
considered ready and awaiting printing and public3tion. 

Since London is so complex and difficult to define we elected to con
sider it in five contexts, the maps varying in scale according to 
the area concerned. The whole of the rectangular map area included 
on each sheet has been carefully selected since an early decision was 
taken not to use administrative boundaries as the sole criterion. 
The first area was that of Central London specially designated by the 
Registrnr General and roughly comprising the City of London, the 
former City of Westminster and Boroughs of Holborn, Finsbury and parts 
~ Marylebone, Paddington,St. Pe.ncras and Islington. The suggested scale 
was 1:25,000, producing a map area of 1511 x 12". The next sheet, which 
we call our Inner London Map, covers the whole of the former County of 
London, together with the County Boroughs of Croydun, East Ham and West 
Ham, and parts of Metropolitan Essex, Kent, Middlesex and Surrey. The 
choice of this area was strengthened by the fact that some de.ta was 
available for this area alone. The scnle proposed was 1:50,000, giving 
a map area of 2511 x 18", For the third area we have halved this, and 
using the scale of 1 : 100,000 and a map area of 3011 x 23" \ve have included 
the conurbation and some of the surrounding Green Belt, an area which 
now roughly coincides with that administered by the Greater London 
Council. The need to consider more than just the continuous built-up 
area when studying London is generally accepted, and we therefore in~ 
clude·d a sheet which covers the conurbation, the Green Belt and some of 
the New T:>wns: an area roughly that designated as the Metropolitan 
Region. The scale suggested here was 1:150,000, Lastly we included 
a map of the South East, which contains most of the Standing Conference 
area and the South East EConomic Planning Region, in which London can 
be seen in its regional aspects. The scale of 1:300,000 was suggested 
for this map. 

Both the Berlin and Paris ~tlases use 1:501000 1 1:100,000 and 1:200,000 
scales and we hope that by using similar metric scales comparisons may 
be easier. 

The prqposed scales were calculated to enable the selected areas to 
be represented on a sheet of paper 30'' x 4011 • Since the map 101rea of 
the Inner London Sheet at 1:50,000 gives an area of only 25 11 x 1811 and 
this sheet is frequently used, the first choice was obviously wasteful 
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of paper. We have now re-considered the map areas and scales 
in order to achieve a more economic production without losing sight 
of our original intentions. This has been done by reducing the map 
area slightly on some sheets, without losing statistical units, and by 
changing the scales of others. This has produced ·a more uniform sheet 
area which hE~s helped to achieve n more acceptable lay-out which can ' . now apply to the majority of the sheets. These final scales compare 
with those used by the Continental Urban Atlases better than the 
original proposnls. 

We have also changed our intentions for the Central London sheet and 
the maps originally planned have been drawn nt n smaller scale ana 
over a more extensive area of Inner London. The scale.of 1:25,000 has 
been dropped and, apart frcm one map sheet showing samples of Land 
Use at 1:1,250 (or possibly that scnle reduced a little, if prncticable), 
the other maps of the Central J~ea w~ll _be extracts from the Inner 
London map, severnl on one sheet; our intention being to pres,"nt as 
great a· volume of information as possible in the paper space rather 
than retain conventional scales. The Inner London sheet is retained 
at 1:50,000, and the conurbation at 1:100,000, but with a reducticm 
in area. This last sheet is- still very large and does not exactly fit 
the general pattern. . The Grc3ter London sheet has had the scale 
reduced to 1:200,000 and the South East will appear at two scales, 
1:400,000 and 1:1 ,ooo,ooo, the latter being used with four m."J.ps to a 
page. This enables us to include topics for whichwe were unable to 
obtain data in su~ficient detail to show it at smaller units than 
those of Local Authorities, but could not be excluded entirely from 
a study of this nature. 

;."J:; base maps for the inform<:'tiL·n we have adapted Ordnance Survey 
maps photographically" fDr fcur of the areas, but for the South E.st 
we have draughted our own, originally with the scale of 1:300,000 
in mind. Most sheets will have t~!e map area on the right and a panel 
on the left giving key detail and sh..ort explanatory ne;tes. l~ith 
the alterations I have mentiondd we are now able to print on sheets 
3.?11 x 22i" with a considerable saving .of pa~~er tonnage. Sheets will 
be folded and presented in a box container, the exact design of which 
has yet to be decided. The large sheet size creates difficulties 
here. ~~en published in the Spring, the Atlas will consist of the 
container and 35 maps, the ·second instalment of maps following a 
year later. 

1~ this is basically an urban atlas, the emphasis in choice of topics 
has been on social and economic themes. It is the hnndling of these 
topics which should prove of gl::'eatest interest, not ·only because of 
the particular raw data used in c-ompilation, but also because of 
the methods of map presentation chosen. However it was. considered 
that two small secticns on the physical and historical aspects of 
London should be included. The physical section, the first in the 
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Atlas, includes a relief map with contours at 25' intervals, 
drift geology and maps of micro-climatology and air pollution. 
Following this is the historical section which includes some 
pleasant reproductions of contemporary maps, and maps showing 
buildings now standing that survive from before the Great Fire, 
and growth and development since that date. 

Next will be a map which stands alone, showing the complexity 
of administrative boundaries relating to London. 

The social section contains 23 sheets compiled from the 1961 
Census of England and Wales. The topics considered here are 
various aspects of population, housing and tenure, and have 
been presented at all the map scales with the exception of 
CBntral London. The most interesting of these I feel are the 17 
maps of unpublished data on the Inner London sheet to which I 
will refer later. We are hoping to add maps prepared from the 
Inter Censal Sample of 1966, which will cover topics previously 
unconsidered: residential mobility, occupation, socio-economic 
class, economic activity and possibly education and car-ownership. 

Using the general heading "economic" we have included maps which 
cover land use, industry and employment. There will be sheets 
showing the complex pattern of land use in Central London, and at 
the opposite end of the scale a gen~ralised land use map of the 
whole of th& conurbation area. Using a similar notation a sheet 
will be included to show the land use of the river frontage of the 
Port of London Luthority's area of the Thames. In addition to 
these there will be dot distribution maps showing central area 
functions, such as restuarants, hospitals, public and private 
hotels (the former graded by the number of rooms), and both private 
and public art galleries. We also wish to include shops, but 
more investigatLn is necessary before I can say what we intend 
to do. Information regarding retail trades is difficult to obtain. 
Certain aspects of the countryside, such as areas of scenic beauty 
or scienfific interest, willbe included. If time permits, a more 
detailed study of change in land use in the Green Belt will appear. 
These are to be parf of the second half of the Atlas. 

We are including a general picture of employment in the South East 
by using bar graphs show:i.ng the distribution of primary, secondary 
and tertiary industries for 1948 and 1961, using Ministry of Labour 
records. They will appear on a sheet showing job ratios and retail 
sales per head of population for the same area. 

In contrast more detailed mcps of actual floor space of offices, 
commerce and industry within the former C<mnty ·of London are drawn, 
using as the statistical unit the sheet lines of the 1:1,250 plans, 
from which the information was derived. The Land Use Survey was 
conducted in 1962 by the L.C.C. and totals of the uses have been 
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computed for each survey sheet. With the current interest in the 
cartographic technique of mapping by grid squares we felt the in
clusion of these three maps could prove an interesting experiment. 
At the scale of 1:50,000 we consider it possible to include the 
actual floor space statistics as complementary to the choTo;pietn 
class interval colours. · 

·~ The colours used on the manuscripts are merely those 
chosen by the research assistant to be sure that there will be no 
confusion at the draughting stage. They give no indi~ation at all 
of ·the final colour ranges unfortunate,ly. Using the same c:;:rto
graphic method we find it is possible to map for.the L.C.C. area, 
the distribution of the number of factories per 1:1,250 plan area 
for s~lected indust~ies based on the Standard Industrial 
Classification groupings, e.g. clothing, chemicals, etc. We intend 
to print a series of these grid-square maps on one sheet, and 
augment this information with histograms of employment details. 

Another section in which we intend to use this grid square meth0d 
is our transport section. We have been given permissi(Jn to use. 
the 50,000 questionnaires of the London Traffic Survey that was 
carried out for the London County Council in 1962. From it we are 
selecting information on jcurney to work patterns, transpvrt mode, 
occupations and household income. JJ.l addresses will then be coded, 
i.e. given co-ordinates, and the data will be punched onto cards. 
It is our hope that the computer ~dll then p;oduce the desired maps. 

This then is broadly the contents of the ;.tlas. The section on 
which more work is complete to d~te is the social one including the 
maps produced fron enumeration district data of the 1961 Census. 

The Centre tor Urban Studies presented us with photocopies of 
Scale B printouts for enumeration districts for the whcle of the 
County of London. ilt the same time we acquired from the Planning 
Department of the L.C.C. dyeline prints of large scale maps showing 
the boundaries of the districts. The position at that time was that 
we should use this data for the Registrar General's Central J~ea 
only. With this wealth of information in our hands we felt we 
should make every effort to use it as extensively as possible. 
The problem we had to consider first was whether it was possible to 
plot this grid on the· next scale- 1:50,000, or whether in doing 
so we should lose areas entirely, since some enumeration districts 
were in fact single blocks of flats. The task of producing the·base 
map of the boundaries was first attempted photographically. It was 
also required by the Centre for Urban Studies, but not at the scale 
we required. They were merely anxious to have a base map as 
quickly as possible, since they had already commenced their in
vestigations and now possessed Scale A data from which they had 
computed 36 variables and punched cards, two cards to each 
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enumeration district. Each plan was reduced to a quarter ~nd the 
prints mounted and reduced once more. The resulting reductions 
were then used as a base from which a tracing was made covering 
tha whole of the County of London. This proved to be a passable 
grid to use for trial plots but was useless as far as producing 
maps for inclusion in the Jalas. There was already a scale error 
in the original dyeline prints, as well as the photographic error. 
The prints were made on ordinary paper and nothing was done to 
guarantee scale. Having no other alternative it was necessary 
for me to reduce it onto the·1:50,000 base by eye, most boundaries 
following roads or railways. Whilst working on this the extent 
of the task we had set ouvselves became clear, and we set about 
the problem of handling this volume of statistics. 

Until now we had relied on desk calculating machines but this 
task could not be tackled in that fashion. For a small sum we 
obtained copies of the punched cards being used by the centre for 
Urban Studies, and using the facilities available in L.S.E. we 
selected certain of the variables and produced octile classes for 
them. Using the rough base map we plotted these results. Studying 
these rough plots we felt certain we were working on the right lines 
and should now obtain the necessary information to complete the 
map sheet area. At that time we were informed by the G.R. Office 
that they were not able to supply us with the data. The tapes 
would require re-editing and we could not afford to pay for this. 
They supplied us with details of the data that they had supJ~lied 
previously to the Local •• uthorities, that is, whether they had 
purchased Scale A, B or C. \1/e found that tht:·se Authorities were 
quite willing to give us access to their data, 'but the next problem 
was how to copy it. The cost of photocopying was way beyond our means. 
However to obtain copies of maps showin,_; the District boundaries vtas 
cheap and easy, and I was able to complete my base map. 

vfuilst we obtained estimates for copying I turned my attention back 
to the Scale B printouts and using absolute figures began a trial 
plot of Communwealth Immigrants by place of residence. On completing 
this we then decided that we could contemplate collecting the 
remaining figures by hand. We visited all the new London Boroughs 
in turn and obtained this data. Thus the first manuscript based on 
E.D. data was comrlete. The interest shown in this led to a decision 
to go ahead and print a single sheet in the hare that sales and 
publicity might provide funds to continue the work. 

It was now for the first time that serious consideration was given 
to type lay-out of sheets and the general format of the Atlas. 
Until now we had mainly been concerned with compilation material. 
A mock-up was prepared of the proposed sheets and estimates sought 
for printing costs. 
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This vJas an eventful period, for it was whilst we were con
sidering 11gcing it alone" that we henrd thnt the long-sought 
financial aid was ours. The Department of Economic I•ffairs gave 
us a grant - which meant that the plan of action eo ld be halted 
and we could revert to the original plans of issuing the·sheets 
in a cover, and at least half of them at once. 

The next big event was that the London Traffic Survey had :r;-equested. 
Scale A data for Enumeration Districts for the whole of the London 
Traffic Survey Area. We could now well afford the cheaper method 
of obtaining the data for areas outside the former County of London, 
that is, to buy a tape, and copy that of the Traffic Survey.. This 
is, of course, the best way to do it, but previJusly it had be'3n 
available as printouts only, none of the Boroughs having tapes. 
We now computed the same variables as those we already had on the 
punched cards for the L.C.C., and made the additional cards. 
Combining the two batches of cards we had a tape which now held all 
the information relating to our 1:50,000 sheet. 

Here we lost some time. Having been short of funds for so long and 
relying on our own efforts, we endeavoured to programme our work 
with the aid of "canned" programmes, but it did not work. We 
eventually sought assistance from Imperial College and, paying 
for professicnal services, the results were soon in our hands. The 
first thing we wanted was to obtain histograms of each variable, 
since we susr•ected that distributions would not be normal. The 
printouts confirmed our fears, as many of the distributions were 
far from normal, and· we thought that we shoP,ld therefore not use 
fihe method of octile classes. We found opinion was divided on 
this point. Referring the problem to the Statistics Department 
at L.S.E. we were persuaded that there was no objaction 
stat~stically to it, and that to use this objective division of 
the statistics was valid despite.the skew distributions •. Therefore 
we proceeded with a ranking programme, considered the results of it, 
decided the octile classes (in four cases it was necessary to use 
the quartile), and then returned the tape in order to have the 
statistics coded into their octile class. These codes were then 
plotted onto the prepared E.D. base maps. 

Whilst this work was going on we also had to consider the task of 
preparing the colour separation drawings necessary to make the 
rlates. We reDlised from the trial plots of the L.C.c. area alone 
that a particularly fragmented pattern emerges when using raw data 
of this nature, and the map of the districts is also complex. The 
maps are to be printed in eight shades, not colours - eight 
distinguishable, yet related tones. This is in itself a further 
problem, since any number of shades greater than six is difficult to 
achieve. In our original talks with the printer ·we had agreed that 
he would supply us with blue pulls from our line work of the E.D. 
boundaries on astrafoil. 
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J~ we proceeded we 5ocn realised that, without adequate labour 
force and sufficient time, we should require the printer to lay 
the tints on the areas, and that the quickest method to indicate 
which ~reas needed screens was for us to ink in all other areas. 
Registration worried us, for if the ink spread over the blue line 
by a fraction it could almost obliterate some areas entirely. 
Then I learnt of uses for stripping film other than scribing. 
Our printer agreed to investigate and "have a go" if he was 
satisfied that he could fit it in with his existing facilities. 
The demonstration pleased him, and he re-coated the htlas on the 
basis of using this material. We commere.ed work on finer line 
drawings, eliminating line differentiation of boundaries. We 
intend to use our original line work for our black plate. The 
duplication of work has caused delay, but it has made it possible 
for us to think in terms of completing the Atlas within the next 
year. Using this method we can use student labour for stripping, 
whereas we failed to get additional draughtsmen. The students are 
perfectly capable of acc·urately stripping the masks, and indeed we owe 
a great deal to their services both in plotting and at this final 
sta~Seo 

One of the major difficulties in the Project has been to acquire 
the right kind of labour, and sufficient assistance at the right 
time. Now we have financial aid our staff has increased to two 
research assistants, one cartographer and myself. (I have recently 
been appointed full tim~ until the completion of the work). We have 
employed students each vacation, and for short periods of two or 
three months occa·sionally engaged graduates. This has been 

. sufficient for research requirements. 

In order to make the best use of this casual assistance it needs a 
great deal of organisation to ensure that the material is ready at 
the beginning of the vacation. When dealing with Government sources 
it is difficult to assess how much time will elapse between the 
request for the data and the date on which the request is 5ranted. 
If we fail to have it ready we are thrown back on our own limited 
labour force and progress therefore slows down. We did advertise for 
an additional cartographer but none appeared to be in need of 
fresh employment. The only response was from out-of-work commercial 
artists, and from draughtsmen who offered to do free-lance work. 
'tle accepted the second alternative. Our cartographer has used the 
services of a free-Inrrae draughtsman. However, we are not in a 
position to spend too freely on labour, since data has still to be 
bought and computer services paid for. Without the latter we could 
not have produced the Enumeration District maps at all. 

In February 1965 during the discussion that followed Professor 
Emrys Jones's paper on the Atlas of London at the Royal Geographical 
Society, Brigadier Gardiner stressed the very great importance of 
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getting the Atlas completed for comparision w:! th other major cities, 
such as Berlin and Paris. It would be very much more v.~luable if 
the Atlas referred to the same epoch. He suggested that publication 
by 1968 should be a practicable target and I am pleased to say that 
the first half is to be published in the Spring. The Paris i.tlas 
is expected this summer. (I have not yet received it). It is 
5ratifying to know that we shall not be much later in publication, 
and it should be appreciated that much of the data in the second 
half of the London Atlas is of a later da.te than the 1961 Census. 

The date set for our target, when discussed in 1965, seemed to me 
improbabl0 since at that time we had no funds. But we continu0d 
to hop~, It was not until Spring 1966 that we knew we had 
practical financial backing. (Incidentally we. now have a further· 
grant from ·the G.L.C.). It was probably very audacious of us' to 
embark on such an ambitious scheme w:i..th so little mnney, equipment 
and experience, but enthusiasm and ·encouragement from outside has 
kep·t the work going • 
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